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Good morning. 
 

TIED PUBS (SCOTLAND) BILL. 
 
The Scottish Licensed Trade Association would urge you to support this important 
piece of legislation that is vital to safeguarding the future of Scottish tied tenants. 
 
The Tied Pub Model forces pub tenants to pay vastly inflated beer and drinks prices 
from their large corporate landlords which are often 50% or more higher than would 
be available in the open market. In addition to this, rents can often be similar to or 
even higher than open market rents in the same area, resulting in many tied pub 
tenants making little or no income for themselves while enriching large corporate 
shareholders. 
   
A number of surveys have indicated that tied pub tenants earn significantly less than 
their free of tie counterparts in the trade and that many can earn less than minimum 
wage on an hourly basis. 
 
In 2016 the government in England recognised the extensive problems with the 
industry’s voluntary codes of conduct and passed legislation to create a regulated 
sector, with a Statutory Pubs Code, and the ability for tenants to obtain a fairer deal 
through severing the tie and moving to a Market Rent Only relationship with their 
landlord. 
 
The SLTA believes legislation in this area in Scotland is not only necessary but long 

overdue in order to ensure tied pub tenants in Scotland receive similar protections and 

rights as their counterparts in England when dealing with the various large corporate 

tied pub landlords.  

The recent Coronavirus Pandemic has had a devastating impact on the licensed trade 
in Scotland, resulting in many pubs facing a very uncertain future and numerous tied 
pub tenants are now at a real risk of business failure or bankruptcy, a situation greatly 
exacerbated due to having insufficient reserves of capital, given the tied model by it’s 
very design, directs the vast majority of pub profits to large corporate landlords. 
The Tied Pubs (Scotland) Bill is currently in Committee stage and it seeks to achieve 
four very simple aims: 
 



      To implement a Statutory Pubs Code in Scotland - giving Scottish pub tenants the 
same, in fact better, protection as pub tenants in England. 

       To implement a Market Rent Only option – allowing tied pub tenants to move to 
free of tie agreements with their pub company instead. 

       To create a Market Regulator – at no cost to the Scottish Government, funded 
entirely by the pub companies. 

       To ensure a Fair Balance of Risk and Reward - between the pub companies and 
their tenants. 
 
This is your opportunity to help around a fifth of the licensed trade in Scotland, 
including many of the smallest and most vulnerable pub businesses, without costing 
the Scottish Government a penny in direct support.   
 
We have assembled several case studies and comments from a variety of tied tenants. 
 
The SLTA has been requested to keep the identities of these tenants anonymous for 
fear of retribution and also to avoid providing details that would make them easily 
identifiable, however, we have already written to the Committee and the Minister 
confirming we are willing to conduct a review with a civil servant to verify the 
authenticity of these cases on condition of confidentiality for the tenants involved. 
 
  
SLTA - ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE AND COMMENTS FROM TIED PUB TENANTS 

  
Case Studies 
 
Tenant ‘A’ 
 
Tenure: Lease 
 
Region: North 
 
Turnover: Consistently in excess of £1m per annum gross 
 
Approximate tenant income: 
 

       2019 – around £25k 

       2018 – under £10K 

       2017 – under £10K 

       2016 – under £5K 
 
Pubco Rents: IRO £70,000 p/a 
 
Pubco Wet Rent (inflated beer prices above open market): IRO £40,000 p/a 
 
Pubco additional margin (inc. base margin on beer): IRO £30,000 p/a 
 
The SLTA estimates the Pubco earnings for this site, including beer margin at open 
market prices and before wet rent, are in the region of £140,000 per annum.   Versus 
tenant earnings of at best £25k per annum, and at worst £4k per annum. 



   
Tenant Commentary: 
 
"Our Pubco refuses to discuss individual support, and is now demanding tens 
of thousands in backdated rent while we are trading at a fraction of last year’s 
levels.  We want out but cannot leave.   The Voluntary Code is “toothless” and 
inferior to many of the codes that used to be in place with individual Pubcos. 
Our Pubco used to let you “escape” with a 6-months rent penalty.   Now it is up 
to individual terms and conditions and we’ve been told we’d need to assign (sell) 
the lease on to someone else to escape it.  We have personal guarantees in 
place and are trapped and heavily in debt to the Pubco." 
  
 
Tenant ‘B’ 
 
Tenure: Tenancy 
 
Region: South 
 
Turnover: Around 350K per annum gross 
 
Estimated tenant income: 
 

       Under 20K per year 
 
Pubco Rent: IRO £35,000 p/a 
 
Pubco Wet Rent (inflated beer prices above open market): IRO £20,000 p/a 
 
Pubco additional margin (inc base margin on beer): IRO £5,000 p/a 
 
The SLTA estimates the Pubco earnings for this site, including headline rent and beer 
margin at open market prices, and also wet rent, are in the region of £60,000 per 
annum, versus tenant earnings of around £20k per annum at best.  
 
Tenant Commentary: 
 
“I asked before lock down about a new agreement and was told that they had 
someone else interested as well. I was told by my business development 
manager to put a new business plan in using an accountancy firm of their choice 
at a cost of £180 + vat.   I believe the new tenant used the same accountancy 
company as well. 
  
I kept asking when a decision would be made to be told nothing has been 
decided yet. I was offered a rent reduction of 75% during lock down and was 
constantly asked if I had received my grant from the government as it was to be 
used to pay rent!   After lock down I asked about the tenancy and was kept 
waiting for another few weeks to then be told that they were giving it to a new 
tenant 
  



I wanted to renew my lease but they have given it to someone else after five 
years, feel cheated after still paying rent throughout lock down.” 
 
SLTA Commentary: 
 
This is a particularly egregious example of Pubco behaviour. Having leased the 
pub to ‘Tenant B’ some time ago, the tenant’s business failed due to 
unsustainable commercial terms.  They were then offered a month to month 
tenancy which went on for years, while they believed they were negotiating for 
a new tenancy.   
 
The Pubco had them pay rent during lock down but then leased the pub to 
someone else at a significantly lower rent than was the case with ‘Tenant B’s 
original lease. 
  
Tenant ‘C’ 
 
Tenure: Lease 
 
Region: Central 
 
Turnover: Confidential but can be verified to civil servants 
 
Estimated tenant income:  
 

       Tenant is suffering a loss of tens of thousands per year 
 
Pubco Rent: IRO £60,000 p/a 
 
Pubco Wet Rent (inflated beer prices above open market): IRO £30,000 p/a 
 
Pubco additional margin (inc base margin on beer): IRO £20,000 p/a 
 
The SLTA estimates the Pubco earnings for this site, including headline rent and beer 
margin at open market prices, and also wet rent, are in the region of £110,000 per 
annum.   The tenant is losing tens of thousands of pounds per year.  
 
Tenant Commentary: 
 
“We pay over (open) Market Rental Value for the property and we have free of 
tie on (several) fonts.  We have spent hundreds of thousands on renovations of 
the property over the past 5 years without any capital investment from our 
Pubco.   We are obliged to buy our tied beers & soft drinks at inflated prices 
above that of wholesalers to the tune of £40-£50 per keg.  Cases of soft drinks 
are £7 - £8 more expensive than Matthew Clark and others. 
  
Our lease has a side letter with a so called ‘Minimum Purchase Obligation’ of 
hundreds of barrels a year which we agreed to in good faith that this was on a 
par with what had been purchased by the previous tenant when the pub was 
very badly managed.  We subsequently found out that the rent model 



projections were significantly inflated over the previous performance & the 
previous purchases were 100 barrels lower than what we had been told.  We 
received a letter threatening a substantial fine for not hitting the ‘MPO’. 
  
Since lock down we received a heavy-handed letter “take it or leave it” offering 
50% rent concession for 3 months which has now been extended with a slightly 
different offer for September and October. 
  
We were due to have a rent review last year which was delayed. We have not 
made a profit for the past 5 years and we do not see that 2021 will be any 
different.  We have asked our BDM for an Assignation of Lease Pack to be sent 
to us in anticipation of calling it a day.” 
  
SLTA Commentary: 
  
This publican is a well-known and high-profile business in Scotland with 
extensive trade experience.  This business has previously been the subject of 
statements from their Pubco extolling the virtues of a Pubco lease.  
  
Tenant ‘D’ 
 
Tenure: Tenancy 
 
Region: Undisclosed 
 
Turnover: In excess of £1m 
 
Estimated tenant income:  

       2018 – around £5,000 

       2019 – around £22,000 

       2020 – anticipating loss of around £50,000 
 
Pubco Rent: IRO £65,000 p/a 
 
Pubco Wet Rent (inflated beer prices above open market): IRO £80,000 p/a 
 
Pubco additional margin (inc base margin on beer): IRO £35,000 p/a 
 
The SLTA estimates the Pubco earnings for this site, including rent and beer margin 
at open market prices, and also wet rent, are in the region of £180,000 per annum.    
 
Tenant Commentary: 
 
"We have been in dispute with the pub company since almost day one of our 
agreement – broken promise after broken promise – the Pubco has repeatedly 
moved the goalposts at the last moment in negotiations with a ‘take it or leave 
it’ attitude after knowing we had made significant financial commitments to the 
pub in good faith. We took our pub after the previous tenant went bankrupt, we 
had no investment from the Pubco, we had to invest many tens of thousands of 
our own money in repairs and renewals to make it fit for purpose 



  
The Pubco committed to repairs after collecting tens of thousands in 
dilapidations funds from the old tenant. Most of these repairs were still not 
completed 2 years into our lease with water pouring into the building. Our Pubco 
didn’t seem to care about their repair obligations. The Pubco is still in multiple 
breaches of their agreement but the voluntary Scottish Pubs Code is useless 
and our solicitor has advised us we have no legal recourse without spending a 
lot of money on a risky legal challenge due to the vague nature of the Pubco 
lease wording.  Survival now depends upon goodwill of Pubco, bitter experience 
in this regard leaves us pessimistic for the future. 
  
We have asked for support during the Covid-19 crisis but still paid thousands 
of pounds per month in rent while we were closed, the Pubco will end up taking 
almost our entire government grant this year in rent leaving us little for other 
debts including the borrowing we took on to survive Covid-19 closure." 
  
SLTA Commentary: 
  
This publican is an award-winning multiple publican in Scotland, with decades 
of experience, who expresses real doubts over her business survival after 
taking a Pubco lease. 
  
Since the recent publicity surrounding the Tied Pubs (Scotland) Bill the SLTA has been 
contacted by a number of tied pub tenants expressing high levels of concern with 
Pubco behaviour. 
 
The examples above are by no means unusual, or rare, however they are 
demonstrable and from tenants willing to share the details for verification by a neutral 
civil servant on a confidential basis. 
 
We will leave you to consider the most recent additional quotes and comments 
received from tenants….. 
 

       “They charge us a domestic rent for the flat above yet refuse to maintain the 
flat at all or abide by the rules of leasing domestic properties. It's damp, has 
many leaks, rotten windows and no insulation.  There are parts of the building 
that our Pubco are responsible to maintain yet they don't.  I have a building that 
has had a leaking roof flooding the domestic property and the bar regularly.” 
  

       “I have a collapsed drain that stops rain water draining away and which 
floods my cellar on a regular basis - I've been waiting almost 6 years for them to 
rectify this yet every time it's looked at, they cancel the job.” 
  

       “The rent they charge is obscene for the area that we are in. This factored in 
with every other bill I have to pay just makes making a living for myself 
impossible. I have to work another job in the day just to help support my family 
and I work evenings and weekends without a wage - this obviously left me not 
eligible for the help from the government through the self- employed furlough 
scheme.” 
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